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I. THE LEGAL IMPLICATIONS OF RELATIONSHIPS OUT0IDE MARRIAGE
WITH PAxTICULAR REFERENCE TO THE ENGLI0H TYPE OF FAMILY
LAW AND CUSTOMARY LAW IN KENYA.

INTRODUCTION

~lopement has been detined as:-

"The act of a wife who voluntarily deserts
her husband to go away and cOhabit with
another man. The departure of a married
woman from her husband and dwelling with
an adulterer. Also the act of a man in
going away with a woman who has volunta-
rily left her husband, to indulge in sexual
intercourse with her.

In a more popular sense, the act of an
unmarrled woman in secretly leaving her
home especially with a view ot marriage
wi thou t the parents' consent." (1)

This defination refers to two si tuations. (a) where a wi fe
runs away from her husband to llve with another man in an
adulterous relationship (b) where an unmarried girl runs
away from home without her parents' consent with an intention
of getting married. Tne former lacks capacity to marry (2)
while in the latter case, there is no marriage because besides
lack of ceremony, there is lack of parental consent.

Elopment is a phenomenon that is rising because of the rise
of an egalitarian society. Besides, other factors, particularly
those pertalning to the economy make a ceremony both expensive
and a luxury and so the parties p~t:~prelopement.

. L.fY OIl:- L
UNIVeRSITY (.') A \~
. Iil'AFF r- NA/RO~j

Elopement arises (a) where parties inteAJD~~~rry at a later
date, but would, until then wish to have unlimited access to
each other, (b) where the parties lack capacity to marry because
they have spouses trom whom they have separated, and tney may
or may not wish to marry on resumption of capacity, tc) where
the parties are under a delusion that they are married under
some law. whatever the reason or nature, elopement evokes
certain legal and social considerations.



Since the parties are staying together in a relationshlp
Sui Generis, the question arises whether this relationship is
or can be considered a marriage. The question of marriage is
sensitive one "Since it affects matters of legitlmacy and
matters of title whlch stirs religious feelings which the
most difficult of any why a government need cope", t3) the
question of elopement must be evaluated carefully. The parties
to elopement lack compliance with the legal preliminaries
to a marriage. We shal~ endeavour to examine the legal
position of elopement.

In some instances, elopement has been treated as it it were
a marriage. We shall examine the circumstances underlying this
but suffice is it at this point to say that the parties to
elopement experience a relationship which confers upon the
parties legitimate expectations which the law ought to or has
recognised. ~A.CULN t;f" LA .

UNIVERSITY Or- W
5i'} AF~ ! , . NI\IR08f

r: 1-,8RJ; It.•.'\"
The high rate of e~opement can be attributed to the increasing
disappearance of communa~istic tendences. However, even under
customary law, elopement is not unknown. The parties to it
however take the earliest available opportunity to inform
their parents and soon comply with the customary requirements.

Marriage creates rights and duties protecting the persona~ity
of each spouse in the human setting. It does permit development
ot the human personality in the environment of great intimacy
and it bears with it elements of confldence, continuity and
permanence. To the extent that all the above attributes can
be read in elopement, for all intents and purposes, the ~aw
should accord elopement all that pertains to marriage. But,
certain moral questions ought to be answered otherwise society
might end up with a loose moral fabric with enormous adverse
social consequences. We Shall not sanction this th~~ situation.
Eather, the bona fide relationships which draw or ought to
draw concrete, identifiable and maintainable emotional and

1(1

passionate attributes which turn give the parties justificationr;
to obtain security for their relationship in terms of legal
recognition of the same.



In Kenya, there are four sv st.ems of family law, namely: (a)
English tyne of farnilv law (b) Hindu ~amilv law (C) Customary
Family law (d) Ls Larru c F'ami Lv law. r:rheEnq Ld sh tvne of Farr.ilv
law is IJoverned by two sta tu tes. l4) 'I'h e mos lems are governed
by the Mohammedan Marria<]e, Divorce and Succession Act(5) ,
wnile the Hindus are governed bv the Hlndu Marriage, Divorce anc
Succession Act(6). African Customary law applies by virtue of
the Magistrate Courts Act(7) and the Judicature Act(tl).

In this naper, we shall refer to statutes, TextbooKS and case
law which material we will obtain bv library research.

Chapter one deals with the historical backqround to the
Fami ly Law sys terns.

Cnapter two attempts a definition of elo~ement. A discussion
of the common law presumption of marriage shall also feature.

Cnapter three shall be an undertakins whose primary concern
will be an examination of the rights and duties of the narties
to elopement.
be examined.

~he positions of criminal and ci.vi L laws shall.•..

FACULTY OF LAW
.JNtVERS!TY or. NAIRO ..•'
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CHAPTER ONE
- 1 -

1. THE MARRlAGt; INSTITUTlON AND THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
TO THE KENYA FAMI LY LAW

In Kenya, there are four systems of tamily law just as-there
are four distinct communities to which these systems apply.
The communities are African, Muslim, Hindu and European. The
Africans do not have one common system as such but have as
many systems as there are tribes but these systems are based on
a philosophy that is common among the tribes and hence the
system applying here is called "cus tomary law". The laws of
the four distinct communi ties haye--l-awswhich are founded
upon philosophies based upon the religious, political, social
and economic experiences of the people concerned. These
experiences are based on a definite mode of production that
det.erm i.ne s the philosophy of a communi ty. Marx aptly says:-

"In the social production which men carry
on they enter definite relations that
are indespensanle and independent of their
willi these relations correspond to a
definite stage of their material powers
of production. The sum total of these
relations constitute the economic structure
of society - the real foundation on which
correspond definite forms of social conscious-
ness. The mode of production in material life
determines the general character ot the
social, political and spiritual processes
life."(I)

The attitudes towards marriage and the laws pertaining thereto
can therefore be traced in the philosophy of the community
under study arid this philosophy rests on a definite material
base. The English conceptof marriage as was authoritatively
laid down in Hyde v. Hyde(2) is founded upon the belief that
marriage is an individual affair and the parties should there-
fore exclude all others. Polygamy as institution would not
thrive in such a system because it would otfend the rule
emunciated in__Hyde v. Hyde(3) by Sir Wilde who said:-

"I concieve that marriage as understood
in Christendom may for the purpose
defined as the voluntary union for the
life of one man and one woman to the
exclusion of all others ... Now it
is obvious that the matrimonial law
of this country is adapted to the
christian marriage and is wholly
unapplicab Le to Dolva.=lmv_" (Fmnh;:>c::; c:: :::>rlrl=rl \



The case was decided when England had undergone revolutionary
changes in the economic set up in what is known as the Industria
Revolution which changed a~~ltudes and practises. The exigencie
of industrialism strongly mitigated against communalist mode of
living and hence the spirit of individualism inherent in Sir
Wilde's Judgement.

On the other hand, the African mode of production allowed
polygamy. Marriage was and is not and individual affair and
it carries with it moral and religious Obligations. It is
infact something that should be yearned for and is seen as
the culmination of human achievement. One scholar says:-

"To an African, marriage is the focus of
existence. It is a point where members
of a given community meet, the departed,
the living and those yet to be born. All
dimensions of time meet here and the whole
drama of history is repeated, renewed and
revatilised. Marriage is a drama in which
everyone becomes an actor or actress and
not just a spectator. Otherwise he who
does not participate in it is a curse to
the communi ty. He is a rebe 1, a law \\
breaker, he is not only abnormal but n('Q' \

"under human". Failure to get married
under normal circumstances means the
person concerned has rejected society
and society rejects him in turn." t 4)

To an African, one does not have a choice on whether he should
get married or not. Marriage is a sacred obligation. Since
marriage leads to procreation, it tries to ameliorate the lost
gift of immortality. (5)

p
The ~nglish concept of marriage is quite different-~ocreation
is not necessary for the consummation of marriage. (6) Marriage
is a voluntary undertaking. It is a companionship between a
man and woman for life to the total exclusion of all others.
This is the basis for monogamy. In Hyde v. Hyde(7) even if
Sir Wilde talks of "for life", the marriage institution in
England is so permissive to the extent that it is not an
institution sui generis that would require social participation
whose rigours would require that it acquires some elements of
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of permanence.
to a book (8)

Lord Denning observes correctly in a Foreward

"We have been brought to believe ln the
institution of marriage. It is the basis
of family life which is the foundation
of society. The christian concept of
life is a long union of one man with one
woman. Yet this very institution is
threatened tOday. Young people are asking
whether it is so sacred as their parents
used to believe. Well, they may ask it.';"

Denning further observes in the same bOOk that Divorce£have
increased twentyfold, and that the society's view of divorce
has radically changed to the extent that it now even considered
fashionab le.

2. THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND TO THE KENYA FAMILY LAW

.Kenya is a former COlony of Britain. It is a budding Nation,
barely two decades old in nationhood and lacks homogenuity of
culture mainly due to her colonial history.

The Africans, though having as many cultures as there are
communities, seem to share certain fundamental ideas relating
to marriage. The communities led communalistic lives as
cultivators, pastoralists and hunters. There are therefore
certain areas where the laws of respective communities intersect
including the area o·f·,customary Family law. Colonialism with
its market economy characteristics carried with it the so callec
banner of civilisation and weakened the African way of ~ife but
the basic structures and attitudes could not be corroded away
particularly in the rural areas. The scramble for Africa put
Africans within new borders.

Colonialism adopted certain attitudes that have shaped the
present family law. The African was considered subhuman
whereas the British way of ~ife was considered the best and
most civillzed. The Africans were considered in their state
of nature and lay at the "basement of the ladder of ci v i Li sat aor

They were mere "things" to be viewed with bascination just like
liKe wild animals in parks. Not that they were loved but they
were a despised lot and invariably called savages. (9) The court
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ln furtherance of th~s patterna~ism was wi~ling to call
Africans "savages wi tnou t re ligion" . (10)

The professed goa~ of colonisation was to clvilize Afrlcans.
There was tnerefore a systematic phasing out of African customal
law for the English law subject to the exigencies of colonialisn
which at times demanded that certain aspects of African tra-
ditions be left alone and as one writer observes, interference
with such areas would have led to rebel~ion(ll) ~t is here sub-
mitted that even if this was the case, the whole period of
colonialism was riddled with rebellion culturally and otherwise.
For the values that were sought to be imposed on an otnerwise
African experience that had estab~ished roots for tlme lmmemoric
would not only be extremely difficult but wanting in logic
because the standards being used were foreign. The concept of
justice prevailing for instance was foreign. Section 20 of
the East African Order in Council, 1897 provided that the
substance of common law, doctrines of equity and statutes of
general application applied whi~e the courts were to be guided
by customary law in a~l civi~ and criminal cases, so far as it
was applicable and was not repugnant to justice and morality.
The influence of English ~aw in customary cases was enormous
since the higher courts were English and could througn
"justice and morali ty" ca tch-phrase Lnv a La dat.e any decisions
of the African courts which were not viewed favour ably by
English law. Tne Africans courts were to be merely guided by
customary law and not bound by it. Hence it can be said that
English conc~pts applied with overwhelming impact notwith-
standing that there seems to have been a recognition that
justice and morality are subjective values as Wilson J.

observed:-

"Morali ty and justice are abstract
conceptions and every community probably
has an absolute standard of its own by
which to decide what is justice and
morality ... To what standard, then,
does the order in council refer ...
r have no doubt whatever that the only
standard of justice which a British
court in East Africa can apply is its
own British standards.(l2)
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There seems to have been a contradition among the British
Jurists on this fundamental concept which was always resolved
with the background that the African system was substandard.
Perhaps, Wilson J. was not considering the African community
as a community for the purposes of his decision such that in
deciding what law applled to the Africans, their own law could
not be ap~lied since it was deemed to be no law. The game
continues In post independence Kenya due to the background of
theprevai,ling dorminant ideas and particularly that the
leaders are of British training. It is not uncommon to find
attitudes that favour the ~nglish type of family law on the
pretext that the English type of family law is in line with
the modern new state.

Colonial patternalism led to the operation of the law that was
akin to apartheid. The different communities were allowed to
have different marriage laws. The dorminant colonial legal
system was intended to ultimately replace the others. The
emerging situation was that each race had its traditional
~arriage law as its basic law. English law, adopted in some
insignificant respectl-to meet the peculiar needs of the
"civilised African" was promulgated to facilitate anglicisation.
The Indians looked to India for cultural guidance while
amongst the Africans different laws united in what is known as
customary law applied.

Colonialism operated within the framework of capitalism. This
mode of production struck a blow to the communalist life
among the African indegenous groups. The Africans, having had
their land taken away by the settlers had to migrate to
European farms in order to pay the taxes imposed upon them by
the colonial government. Inevitably, the Atrican family
composition disintegrated and ultimately the sum total of
this was the deculturalisation of the Africans though the
terrets of precolonial life could still be evident in the
rural areas. Hence the new developments directly affected
family life such that marriages could not be celebrated the
they were during the precolonial times.
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As aforementioned, patternalist ideas mitigated against
dispassionate and unbiased application of the law. Tne colonial
jurisprudence was deemed superior and was or was intended to
be transmitted wholesa~e into the East African colony. This was
done notwithstanding that Africa was a foreign land with a
distinct culture and indeed in reconition of this fact, Denning
L. J. said:-

"The next provisio provides however that
common ~aw to apply 'subject to qualifications
as local circumstances render necessary'.
This wise provision should ... be liberally
construed. It is a recognition that common
law cannot be applied in a foreign land
without considerable qualification. Just
as the British oak, so with common la~
You cannot transplant it in the African
continent and expect it to retain the
tough character which it has in Eng~and
so with the common law. It has principles
of manifest justice and good sense which
can be applied with advantage to peoples
of every race and colour all wor~d over. "19
lEmph asis adde d). (13)

Laudib~e as Denning L. J.·s statement may be, it seems to
suggest that in the ultimate system of ~aw to be adopted is
the English type of law. At best, he suggests that Eng~ish
common law respond to estab~ished African values by necessary
modifications yet in the same breath, he considers the English
common law as being the "justice and good sense to be applied
to people of every race and colour to all world over". Hence
African va~ues had to be phased away gradually to give way to
British jurisprudence. Denning's statement therefore could not
be said to preserve African values but rather provide a better
tactic for the final phasing out of all law save English
common law. It is hereby submitted that there was no moral
justification for the imposition of foreign law in Africa to
the detriment of established Afrian values.

The classification of wrongs into civil and criminal hitherto
unknown to the Africans was extended to apply to the two
communities. The colonialists also introduced the institution
of the court. Prior to this, the Africans traditional and
muslims had their own system of elders who settled disputes
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In the case of the former while the latter had religious
leaders at hand to settle disputes among muslims. The courts
were therefore a new institution. The personnel manning these
courts were essentially ot British legal training and were
least disposed to the conditions and customs ot the colonlsed.
These people, imbued with patternalistic tendencies were
expected to and did apply the law such that the supremacy of
the British way of life was manifest. ~n fact, the needs of
colonialism demanded no less.

The foundation to the present Kenyan family law was laid by
the 1~97 East African Order in council promulgated under the
1890 Foreign Jurisdiction Act. The order in council gave
the commisioner powers to make regulations for the proper
administration of justice. Acting under these powers, the
commission passed the 1897 Native Courts Regulations. These
regulations (14) indicated that the colonial government did
not intend to interfere with the personal laws of different
communities. They made it clear that there was to be a class
of native courts ~anned by Europeans which was to apply the
Indian penal code inter alia. They also provided for the
application of islamic law in the relevant juriSdiction. The
1~97 order in council provided for the application of Indian
Acts of Parliament such as the Indian Evidence Act and the
Indian Divorce Act, 1869 and the Indian Transfer of Property
Act. These Acts were codifications of the English law and
applied to Europeans. Article 11 (a) of the 1897 East Africa
Order in Council is the first version of Section 3 (2) of
the judicature A~t. (15) The 1897 regulations retained their
basic form even though they were repeated by the promulgation
of the 1907 Courts Ordinance. (16)

In 1902, there was passed the East Afria Order in Council
to repalce the one of 1897. Section 20 of the 1~02 East
Africa Order in Council provided for the application of
customary law. This is the second version of S. 3 (2) of
the Judicature Act. This order in council however did not
provide for the application of English law. However, this
omission was made good by the 1911 East Africa Order in
Council whereupon S. 3 (2) of the Judicature Act got its
present form.
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in 1902, there was passed the East African Marriage Ordinance.
This was an ordinance whose intention was to provide the law
for the English people. The ordinance contained provisions
relating to form and capacity in marriage. In 1904, the
Native Chrlstian Marriage Ordinance was passed. This was
the first version of the present African Christian Marriage
and Divorce Act. t17) This ordinance made provisions to cater
for those who accepted the western way of life. This meant
that any person, being non English and having married under
the ordinanc~l\bandoned his personal law totally and embraced
the ~nglish way of life. Basinq its decision on a law akin
to that in Kenya, the Nigerian Court in cole v. cole(18)held
that an African who accepted the western way of life
abandoned his customary one completely. But this decision
seems to have been out of reality. For as the Kenya Commission
on the law of Marriage and Divorce {l. 9) at paragraph 50 observed J

~t is not uncommon for Africans who had contracted marriages
under the Marriage Act or the African Christian Marriage and
Divorce Act to acquire o~her wives while such monogamous
marriages are still subsisting. This is notwithstanding the
provisions of section 50 of the Marriage Act that provides f~
that such persons would be committing a criminal offence. ~~
Moreover, criminal prosecutions based on this section and (
few and far between. In fact before a statutory marriage can
be contracted certain preliminaries like negotiation for and
payment of dowry must be observed. In most African communities
it is accepted that without dowry, a statutory marriage may
not be contr~cted. It must be observed that payment of dowry
is very central in these communities customary laws.

The purpose of the introduced law was to enable Atricans to
contract monogamous marriages because this was the only form
of marriage recognised in English Family Jurisprudence, In
Hyde v Hydet20), the court held that that was the only kind
of marriage known in christendom. Even within the context of
English law, such import would definitely be subject to
challenge because it cannot be authoritatively asserted that
the English system was then or has at any time been purely
christian. This was a situation where a faith was being
equated with a culture and by opting for a marriage under
the ordinance, the African was being deemed a christian and
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I t Whereas, it couldby extension, a western cu ture conver .
be true to say so in respect of a few African cultural

to say so Of the whole African race would obviouslyturncoats,
be wrong.

t to the marriage laws thatThere were a series of amendmen s (21)
eventually the marriage laws took their present form.
The paramount attitude was that the indegenous customary

° ° d d until ~963 when tne matter waslaw was ~nfer~or. In ee ,
put to rest, it was stiLL open for the argument that the (22

African custornarv =arrOage ~as no =arriage. In R V Amkeyo
Hi=ilton C.J. held that for the purpose of the law of evidencej

the African customary was not a marriage. He said;

"The use of the word "marriage" to
describe the relationship entered into
by the African native with a woman of
his tribe according to tribal custom
is a misnormer ... there is no limit
as to the number of women that may be
... purchased by one man ... I do not
think that it may be said that nature
custom approximates in any way the
legal idea of marriage."

Yet, the same Hamilton C.J. in R. V. Odar Odequt23) held
that such a marriage was a valid in what seems to De a
contr~dictory judgement to his earlier one. It is clear
that there was an inclination on the learned judge to
arrive at a conviction rather than an acquittal and use all
sorts of tricks to do so. It is particularly disturbing in
view of the fact that notwithstanding a privy council
decision to the contrary (24) , throughout the colonial period,
the judicial circles were prone to put the issue of the
validity of the customary law marrige to debate. It is nere
sUDmitted that African customary law was not treated with
the seriousness it deserved. In not giving this due respect,
the court in the Amkeyo case was involved in a transparent
and flagrant abuse of the principles upon which the marital
privilege for the purpose of the law of evidence was based.

R. V. Amkevo(25) was followed in Tanganyika in Laila Mawji V.R.
but this case was later overruled by the privy council where
it was held that the term "husband and wife" applied equally
to an African couDle in Tanganvika.
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It is in this treatment of the African that the seemingly
contradictory judgements on the issue of elopement must be
evaluated. For the courts have had occasion to be invited
to give effect to elopement and in failing to do so, the
courts have at times applied the English concepts as regards
formalities to leave aggrieved parties without remedy. On
occasion, the courts have applied the English equivalent of
elopement, presumption of marriage with disastrous results.
For failure to comply with formalities in cornmon law does not
necessarily deny the aggrieved party remedy. Rather,
where the parties have had long cohabitation, this in itself
raises a presumption of marriage which can be rebutted. This
is where this concept differs with the African concept of
elopement as will emerge later in this paper.
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CHAPTE.H. TWO

ELOPEMENT

1. DEFINITION

The term elopement reters to the relationship existing
between parties who are cOhabiting outside marriage. Accor-
ding to dictionary derinition, It refers to the act of a wife
who deserts her husband to live with her lover while in a
more popular sense, it refers to the act of unmarried woman
who secretly leaves her home to live wi th a man.].

However, no proper definition of eloDement has so far been
offered. Each definition has had shortcomings in one way or
another. Various terms like, special friend, current
companion, domestic associate to describe the parties to
elopement have not offered conclusive assistance in the
definition of elopment.2 Various judicial alternatives are
mentioned in the law but they are not of common use. These
include illegitimate wife and illegitimate husband, defacto
wife and unmarried housewife. In common law use are common
law wife and mistress both of which are expressive but
. t 3lnaccura e.

It is those relationships which are capable of being defined
in terms of marriage that are accorded legal recognition. In
other words"a cohabiter, as a matter of tendency is deflned
in terms of spouse4. This definition is consistent with the
tendency to presume that a couple living together are married.
In Re Taplin5, a couple lived together for ten years and held
themselves out as husband and wife. The childrens' birth
certificates recorded the marriage of their parents but there
was no record in the appropriate register of marriages and
there was a reference in a deed of covenant by the children's
patternal grandfather to his son's reputed children. The
court ruled that the absence of any entry in the relevant
register of marriages and the words in the deed of covenant
was insufficient to rebut the presumption of marriage.
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The legal d~finition of cohabitation depends upon the quali-
tative and quantitative nature of the cohabitation and the
purpose for which it is being claimed or denied that a couple
are cohabiting. A dist1nition for example 1S drawn between
short term and long term cohabitations, between the casual
affair and the stable relationship, between relationships
which have resulted in children and those which have not
and between couples who live together and couples who do not.

A critical examination of elopement with a view of defining
it is an exercise that leaves one more confused than he
began. It would require definitions and counter definitions
and one wonders whether it is really worth the effort. It
would be a comprehensive summary of the marital phenomenon
to say that elopement refers to the relationship existing
between a couple that has not complied with the requirements
precedent to enjoying the reputation of being married. In
the long and short, elopement refers to the relationship
that is wanting in formalities. Even in a traditional
African society, elopement means what it means to an
English setting. It refers to a situation where the woman
leaves her parent's home to go to live with a man in a relatior
ship similar to that of a married couple. _

I ~.

Marriages in traditional African societies were based on
particular standards. Elopement was not fashionable therefore
elopements were rare. Normally, the parties resort to it due
to hindrances that stand in their way. Lack of dowry for
instance might lead to i~. This arises out of the parties'
feeling that they cannot wait any longer in order that the

•
required dowry is raised. Besides dowry being a very central
institution in marriage, it gives the parents the opportunity
to wield a heavy hand in marriage arrangements. Given that
the parents cannot give consent where the prospecti~e
husband has not met his obligations as regards dowry, the
parties resort to elopement hence bringing in the second
issueJlack ot consent. Parties to elopement rarely desire
to enter into marital life in a manner not authorised. They
are forced by circumstances. Traditionally, marriage was
a fam~ly affair6. The family was under obligation to colle-
ctively enable a member to pay dowry to ensure that he
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undertooK a most tashionab~e traditiona~ marriage.
ment was very rare.

Hence elope-

Elopement in the western sense can be possible without the
parties intending that the re~ationship be permanent. The condi
ions leading to it as existing in a traditiona~ African setting
are, to say the ~east non existent. Therefore, the parties ente.
it not in consequence of compulsion but rather as a matter ot
choice. It is therefore a system that is so permisslve that it
would be an irrelevant enterprise for the court to inquire into
the intentions of the parties as regards the duration of the
cOhabitation. Hence, the court is content to presume a marriage
by enquiring into the parties presentation and the reputation
enjoyed thereof.

ln tne traditional setting on the other hand, parties to
elopement tend to resort to it due to conditions existing in
the way of a fashionable traditional marriage. Hence, inherent
in tnis relationship is the desire ot the parties to give
their cOhabitations the blessings ot permanence. Thus are the
essentials of elopement:-

(1) The girl must live with a man without parental
consent.

(2) There must be an intention to formalise the relation-
ship as soon as is practicable or else it might be
contrary to social policy for the parties to live
together without tne intention of permanently doing
so. Tne intention might be formed during the sub-
sistence of such unlawful cohabitation. LaCK of
intention means th~t the parties to it might never
formalise it and hence make it a marriage.

(3) The parties must subsequently comply with the legal
requirements of an ordinary customary marriage.

The society entrusts the parents of the parties the task
ot bringing up the child hence once the parties have eloped,
the first thing to do is to inform the parents and therefore by
extension to society. (7) This is done in accordance with the
requirements of a particular community. Under Kikuyu customary
law, tor example, where the parties fail to make such report,
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the family ot the girl send girls to inquire about the where-
abouts of the girl and with whom she has eloped. The elopees
then give the girls a goat as a manifestation of their comit-
ment to comply with the formalities in due time. (8) Afterwards
the formalities are complied with.

Where the parties may not intend to marry, they signify
this by either failing to report the elopement or refuse to
give the goat. The woman's parents either:-

ti) Claim for "Ruracio" (the marriage consideration)
from the man who has eloped with their daugher. There
is a meeting of elders and the man is asked whether
he intends to marry the girl. If the answer is in the
affirmative, then the man undertakes to pay the
"Ruracio" within the conditions set at the meeting.

Iii) In case the man does not with to marry the girl, then
he is liable for fornication. He is considered not
married to the girl and therefore in accordance with
Kikuyu customary law, the parents of the girl have the
right to obtain compensation for fornication of their
daughter. However, this remedy is not available when
it is clear that it is the girl'S parents who are
refusing to grant consent to the marriage which refusal
is unreasonable.

tiii) Sue for pregnancy compensation where the elopement
leads to pregnancy.

Therefore,-for elopement to be given the sanction of society
the parties must show an intention to marry or else the man finds
himself in a si tuation where his h.-_ ;-,~'<", has to meet the conse-_J

quencies of his "fun".

2. FACTORS BEHIND ELOPEMENT

~lopement occurs in several situations. Firstly, it may
occur Where the parties are so passionately disposed to each, )

other that the idea of seeking the consent ot their respective
parents and the formalities pertaining thereto might delay their. (• .>
cohabitation. Thisl',aliving fear because the parents of the
girl are prone to ask for dowry as a condition for giving the
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required consent. In most cases, the husband to be might not
be in a pos ition to w'o'rsenthe dowry. Or ig ina Li y as we shall
soon SE.€, the economic set up enabled the family of the man
to pay the dowry. Now that this is increasing 1y not the case,
the man is left wi th the burden of meeting the requirements of
dowry.

Secondly, elopement might result in cases where the parties
originally engaged in illici t sexual relations. In COITLrnUnlties
where iliediscovery of such leads to certain consequences
especially social shunning for the girl, the man might deciae to
elope rith the girl to save her from embarrassment particu] irly
when soch illicit intercourse leads to pregnancy.

Thirdly, elopement may result where the parties are deniec
consentby their parents for whatever reasons other than that
the parties faill within prohibited degrees. For the parties
considff themselves aggrieved when the consent is denied unrea-
sonably. Moreover in the case where the parties fall wi thin
prohibited degrees I theirs cannot be elopement since one of
the essentials of elopement is eventual compliance with the
requirements of a valid marriage and since here there can never
be compliance with the requirements, it can never be elopement
but an illicit union which can be sUbject to customary actions.
Where the consent has been unreasonably denied, the parties
elope to force the hands of their parents.

In the rural areas, the wayan individual leads his lift
is subject to the general dictates of the community of which
he is more likely to succumb to public pressure and eventual~y
comply with the formal requi:r;ements. But in the wider Kenyan
context, marriage can no longer be claimed to be purely
communal an affair. The respective families of the parties are
only given, if at all, a minimal role to play. The economic

,situation forces people to face problems individually. The
husband to be, even in the rural areas cannot expect much
assistance from the community in meeting his marriage obligations.
This is partly due to the fact that the father has numerous
burdens about the family that he is unwilling to shoulder the
son's burdens relating to marriage. Moreover the formal ed~ca'
tion son's get is seen as replacing the father's reapon sLb i Lt tt es
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to him. Partles are able to fend for themselves and are there-
fore less dependent on their parents. Consequently, parental
control is diminished. This diminished control has in turn
given way to some measure of autonomy which is a very fertile
ground for elopement or other relations outside marriage. In
fact the new economy introduced in Africa has bred a new class
of what one writer describes as "adventurous Af ri can]". Marriage
is seen as a union of two spouses alone. The traditional
economy has been completely weakened; inter tribal marriages and
other related developments in the area of family law have
resulted in change of attitudes as on~ writer asserts: (9)

"In recent years, the law governing the
family and analogous units has been in a
state of transition throughout the world.
At the same time, there have been radical
changes in the nature and structure of
domestic relations. Legal changes are not
however the cause of institutional changes
as much as they are a manifestation of shifts
in underlying values. In particular the last
decade has seen an ever increasing focus on
the needs and desires of the individual in
contrast to the traditional emphasis on
family and other personal relationships.
While the focus on the individual may tend
to operate to the detriment of the family as
a unit, this same focus has led to equality
of partners. Similarly, concern for the
rights of individuals may lead to a lesse-
ning of parental authority but at the same
time has resulted in the blurring of the
destination between legitimate and illegiti-
ma te children."

This long quotation summarises the current situation. In
fact, cohabitations without marriage for most legal purposes
have been treated as though they were marriages. (10) In one
case(11) the court held that the English law of presumption
of marriage applied where the parties had a long cohabitation
as husband and wife and have been accepted as so by the
community. The~ court here considered urban trends. With
respect; the court should have applied the African concept of
elopement because part of the requirements of a valid customary
marriage had been complied with namely part payment of dowry.

There has been a marked increase in the number of couples
living together without the marriage ceremony. The law has
tended to respond to this phenomenon by treating the relationshi"
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as though it was a marriage. Indeed there 1S an inclination
for the courts to give effect to a stable relationship.

3. PRESUMPTION OF MARRAIGE UNDER COMMON LAW

It is now settled in law that where a cohabiting couple
hold themselves out as husband and wife, this in itself raises
a presumption that they are legally married. It is upon the
person alleging want of legality to prove that there is in fact
no marriage. It is not upon the parties alleging the marriage
has been solemnized. t12)

There are two attitudes inherent in this legal presumption.
Firstly, that sometime, there was solemnisation of the union and
secondly that the parties had capacity to marry.

(a) PRESUMPTION OF FOR~L VALIDITY

This is a presumption that the parties went througn a
ceremony of marriage tnat was valid in all material form. This
is a rebuttable presumption and it cannot stand in the light
of evidence that in fact there was no such ceremony. In

(13)Re Bradshaw it was rebutted by evidence that the parties
had subsequently undergone a ceremony of marriage. In this case
Bennet J. said:-

"I cannot bring myself to bellve that they
would have permitted these things (declarations
of bachelorship and spinstership respectively
to be done if the truth had been that they had
been validly married to each other many years
earlier." (Enphasis added).

The presumption can be also rebutted by evidence that that
there were some formal defect or defects rendering the purpoted
marriage null and void. But one must satisfy the tribunal
beyond reasonable doubt. (14)

(b) PRESUMPTION OF CAPACITY

This capaci ty is <ia-'S"t:u:s=oerl~ 00 ehapiber s:,w~-i'~Q~ is pre-
sumed when the parties have represented themselves as husband
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and w1fe and have been accepted as such by the corrununity. This
presumption is rebutttable by evidence being led that the marriag
is in fact a nullity owing to the tact that the parties did not
have such capacity. The question might arise as to what evidence
is sufficient to rebut this presumption. There is no authority
as yet on this matter but as a tentative proposition, one writerl

contends that the presumption in favour of validity of the
marriage is rebutted if any evidence is availed that the parties
lacked capacity, and the question has to be decided on a balance
ot probability in the light of all available evidence. It might
be easier to prove that the parties were not of age at the time
of marriage or fell within prohibited degrees of consanguinity
and affinity than proving that there was a subsisting marriage
to either or both parties then. Whether or not a spouse of

Li , 1'" 1 'f f 16an ear 1er marr1age was 1V1ng 1S a ways a quest10n 0 act.

From the discussion above, there seems to be some difference
between elopement as known in customary law and the corrunonlaw
presumption of marriage. The latter is rebuttable while the
former is not. The former is only possible in circumstances
whether the parties cannot do otherwise while in the corrunonlaw
presumption of marriage, the parties have some measure of choice.
A further observation is that due to the rebuttability of the
corrunonlaw presumption of marriage, the union is essentially
impermanent while as discussed, elopement must comply with
certain requirements because it has been accepted as a stage
marriage.

in

I V E ~ I I. L. I t 1-.. - '.

I ,n
4. THE JUDICIAL ATTITUDES TOWARDS ELOPEMENT IN KENYA.

Generally, the courts in Kenya have treated elopement as
though it was a marriage in the few decided cases on this
subject, many of which are discussed under various heads in

1-1 t 1,- IChapter Four. In doing so, the courts tend to be responding to
a standard phenomenon. It has been observed that:-

" there has been a substantial increase
in the number of couples living together
without the benefit of a ceremonious marriage
or the requisites of an informal one. The
law has tended to respond to this phenomenon
by treating married and unmarried couples
similarly. Indeed, it has been suggested
that marriage as a legal concept may no
Lonc er be neces sarv. " (1 7)
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Elopement is a fact and has been accepted as such. The
1,-

law would therefore be relevant if, for legal purposes it
failed to recognize the union. New moral standards have evolved
and in glving elopement judicial recognition, the law is keeping
abreast with the realities. What is immoral ought to be adjudged
by current standards of morality. One Australian judge correctly
says: -

" the sacred judgements of today upon
matters of "immorality" are ditferent
from those of the last centry as is the
bikini from a bustle." (18)

In recognising elopement, the courts show an inclination to
conform to the expectations of the parties especially when
there is nothing in public policy against it. The courts indeed
should avoid invidious comparisons with persons who are living
in a lawtully established family.

There is need to tix hability on persons living in a
family like relationship. Further, recognition ot elopement
protects the community from the burden of catering for those
who would otherwise be entitled to social assistance.

Elopement in East Africa has been treated as a customary
law phenomenon and treated as though they were marriages. In
one case(19) however, the court failed to hold as elopement
where it should have. Here, the parties had shown intention
to formalise the relationship and the man had paid part of the
dowry. All this constitutes elopement. The court however
considered the missing "Ngurario" ceremony to hold that this was
not a valid Kikuyu marriage.

In some instances however, the courts have held elopement to
be a valid customary law marriage. In Zipporah Wairumu v.
Paul Muchemi, (20) the parties were ot the Kikuyu tribe. The
plaintiff claimed cusdoty of four children, 3 of whom she had
had with the defendant with whom she had lived for 6 years.
She claimed that the relationship was not a marriage since
certain requirements of a valid Kikuyu customary marriage had
not been met. The defendant on the other hand argued that they
were married as he had paid part of the dowry after they started
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cOhabiting. He claimed the custody of the children as entitled
under Kikuyu customary law. There court held that there is
a valid customary law marriage were part of the dowry has been
paid and the parties live like married people under customary
law, although some of the requirements of a marriage remain
unperformed. In not many words, the court was addressing
itself to elopement and seems to have consideredCa marriage.
This contradiction will be evaluated in the conclusion. There
are a few other cases on the subject which are discussed in the
fOllowing Chapter.

In two cases, (21) the courts resorted to the common law
presumption of marrlage. with respect, it was unnecessary tor
the courts to do so when they could as well have relied on
elopement to reach its decision.
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CHAPTER THREE

THE LEGAL IMPLICATIONS OF ELOPEMENT.

Marriage creates status. It creates the condition of
belonging to a particular class of persons whom the law assigns
certain legal capacities or incapacities.1 It is a public
institution because the family is the "cornerstone ot any
nation". Therefore, soceity has established standards which
must be complied with for it to accord recognition of any
marriage and confer upon it peculiar legal capacities or
incapacities which in turn determine privileges, rights and
duties accorded to married couples and the effect of the same
to third parties.

However, the strict law pertaining to strict compliance
with formalities has been modified to extend the rights, duties
and privileges to parties who, though having not complied with
the legal preliminaries lead lives as though they were married.
No longer does the society believe in the view expressed by
Lord Asquith in Grahams v. Evans2 when he said:-

"To say of two people masquarading as these
two were, as husband and wife (there being
no children to complicate the picture) that
they were members of the same family seems
to be an abuse of the English language."

The word family has now acquired new meaning that ordinarily
parties living as husband and wite but without having gone through
the formalities are considered as though they were married.3

This Chapter will consider the legal implications of elope-
ment as it now stands both in criminal and civil law. These are
areas where elopements raise legal implications which either
positively or negatively affect partners living as though they
were as husband and wife.

(A) CRIMINAL LAW

tl) 4BIGAMY -

This is an offence committed when a person, having been
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monogamously married, goes into a ceremony of marriage wlth
another person, a ceremony which would be valid but for want of
capacity inherent in it.

There are very few prosecutions for bigamy in Kenya but
i I ( ,t:

given that the law of bigamy has been repealed elopement is
f\

likely to be interrupted by bigamy proceedings. Since the law
in most instances treats elopement as though it was a marriage,
then it might be construed to deny capacity for one to enter
into a "second marriage" during the subsistence of the cohabitatior

(ii) THE DEFENCE OF PROVOCATION IN MURDER CASES

This a defence available to diminish criminal liability in
murder cases. When successfully pleaded, provocation, will
lead to a reduction of the murder charge to that of manslaughter
and at times, it can even lead to an absolute acquittal. Under

5the law, the spouse who murders his mate's lover is either
absolved of criminal liability altogether or is entitled to
plead guilty to a lesser charge of manslaughter in case of a
murder charge.

In Kenya, it was held6 that the defence of provocation is
available to a cOhabitee who murders on discovering a stranger
to the cohabitation in bed with the other cohabitee.

There is no clear authority in Kenya as to what type of
cohabi tation enj oys this privilege but in one Zambian case,7 the
criterion was to be the stability of the relationship. The law
was stated as follows:-

"Where a man and a woman are living together
in a stable relationship but are not formally
married either under statute or customary law,
it seems to us quite unrealistic to suggest
that the depth of feeling tor one another
must be less than if they were married."

Courts in Kenya have tended to consider the intimacy or
"depth of feelings" treated in the parties by the cohabitation
in determining whether the circumstances are such that one can
say that the party is likely to be provoked to murder on finding
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a stranger to the cohabitation in a compromising situation with
his fellow cohabitee.

(iii) COMPETENCE AND COMPELLABILITY IN THE LAW OF EVIDENCE.

The Kenya Law of ~vidence is derived from the English law
ot evidence. It is contained in the Evidence Act (Cap 80)
which itself is a "duplicate copy" of the Indian Evidence Act,
1872 which applied to Kenya prior to independence that it,
during the colonial era.8

Generally, a spouse is not a competent witness against the
other in a prosecution and cannot be compelled to disclose
communication made during the subsistence of the marriage9
This rule is based on the recognition of the fact that marriage
creates a highly personal relationship and it is in the interest
of the very vital institution of marriage that spouse;enjoy
some privileges not ordinarily enjoyed. It is also humanely
possible that a spouse reveals to the other very confiedential
facts and given the very special nature ot the marriage insti-
tution and the fact that it needs to be so maintained, a spouse
needs at least someone who can be imbued with one's inner
feelings, successes and failures and at law, this person, the
spouse cannot be compelled to disclose confidential communication
obtained in matrimony.

Cohabitation does evolve expectations akin to thos~of
married couple~. Marriage is in the evidence Act defined as
follows:-

"In this section, "marriage II means a marriage,
whether or not monogamous, which is by law
binding during the life time of the parties
thereto unless dissolved according to law,
and includes a marriage under native law
or tribal custom."IO

Prima facie, this section does not cover cohabitation out-
side marriage. There is no clear authority whether the privileges
privileges as regards competence and compellability of spouse in

(Ar-.-"....C\
the tan of evidence extends to cohabitess. But, it is submitted
that the principles underlying this provision do encompass
elopement. Moreover, as a matter of practise, whenever this
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privilege is sought, the courts do not normally require that
the alleged marriage be strictly shown as having complied
with the formalitles of marriage.

(iv) ENTICEMENT

This is an offence committed when a person induces
another to leave his or her matrimonial home.l1 This entice-
ment invariably leads to cohabitation and inevitably, in a
prosecution for enticement, this cohabitation is susceptible
to disturbance.12

B. CIVIL LAW

(a) CUSTOMARY FAMILY. LAW

1. WHEN THE COHABITATION IS THE FIRST ONE FOR THE PARTIES

(i) hction for fornication - It is common knowledge that
sexual intercourse is an essential aspect of cohabitations
outside marriage. Where, under the putative customary law,
parties to it are not recognised as husband and wife, the
father of the girl can sue the man cohabiting with his daughter.
However, in Kenya, no court case has reached the higher courts
on this issue but one writer has noted that this action is
available among the Taita and Kikuyu ethnic communities.13

Fornication is a civil wrong in those African communities
where it applies. It is considered a wrong for one to have a
sexual relationship with a woman otherwise than in a marital
relationship. This wrong is capable of being commutted regard-
less of one's marital status. The African community at large
considers children part and parcel of the whole community.
They belong to it and the father is deemed to be entrusted
with the duty of bringing up children on behalf of the community.
This wrong is therefore committed to the community whose "agent",
the father of the girl is entitled to compensation. But now,
this situation seems to have changed with the fast changing
values occasioned by the mode of economy Kenya has adopted.
This mode of production (capitalist) has adversely affected
African communalistic values and it is doubtful whether the
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courts will entertain this action for damages for fornication.
Moreover, elsewhere, the courts have shown extreme reluctance
to entertain the action.14 Judges are prone to act in accorda-
nce with the standards of the culttlre that bore them and it
is not surprising that this customary claim would not be
considered favourable since the English culture does not
know it and our Judges are either British or of British legal
t " 15ralnlng.

(2) Pregnancy Compensation - If the cohabilitation results
in pregnancy, the father of the girl can bring an action for
pregnancy compensation under the relevant customary law.16 In
Ndegwa v. wandurwa,17 this action was_maintained. The Africans
are of the view that when fornication is committed, it is a
wrong committed to the family whose head is entitled to compe-

, 18 t' di f thnsatlon. Pregnancy compensa lon procee lngs emerge rom e
assumption that the offender is not married to the girl and
if they are successful, they will disturb the cohabitation.

(3) Affiliation proceedings to procure maintainance of
a child born outside marriage.

In Kenya, during the colonial era, the marriage law apply-
ing to Europeans was always amended to keep abreast with the
developments of law in England. This was done to enable the
Kenya cononists to have the same kind of life led in England.
When he moved the 1939 Matrimonial Causes Bill, the Colonial
Secretary said:-

"The present law relating to divorce in this
country was enacted as far back as 1904, and
since then, there have been very important
Acts passed at home: One as recently as
1925 and the latter one in 1937 ... This
Bill now before the Council brings the
law of this colony relating to divorce, etc
into line with that at present in force in
England."19

This matrimonial cause ordinance was amended in 1952 to
reflect changes that had occured in England in 1949.

In accordance with this spirit, the committee on young
persons and children, 1953 recommended that English Affiliation
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20law be applied to Europeans.
1 l' d f' 21aw app le to A rlcans.

But the relevant customary
In 1959 the Affiliation Ordinance

which was based on English law and which was to apply to all
communities including Africans was enacted. Due to pressure
from the Africans against it, it was repealed in 1969.22

The Affiliation law assumes that a child is entitled to
maintainance from the father. In African tradition, the child
born outside marriage belonged to the mother's family23 and
the child's right to maintainance and inheritence is enforce-
able against the girls' family members. In some communities,
the father is entitled to the custody of the father on conditio

24that he makes certain customary payments. Yet in others
the father can obtain custody of the child without making any

11 25payments at a .

~ A child who is the subject to maintainance proceedings
by an unmarried mother sometimes can occur during the cohabi-
tation. If th~ mother is by the conduct of the father of the
child, is not living with the father, then, if the cohabitation
as it does in most cases, confers rights and duties true of a
marriage, then the action can be maintained.

(4) Breach of promise to marry.

Some cohabitations are accompanied by mutual promise to
26marry. The cohabitation may be precedent or subsequent to

the agreement. Under customary law, no action for breach of
t '1 ' 27 B t d th ' t ' 1' 28promise 0 marry leSe u un er common, lS ac lon lese

In case v. Ruguru, it was held that since the parties regulated
their affairs in accordance with customary law, it was this law
that applied to them. The court further held that under the
law applying the parties were not married as the one of the
essential requirements to wit, the Ngurario ceremony was
missing.

•
(5) Claims based on the existence on non existence of
a customary marriage.

When the cohabitation ends, a party to it or a third party
may make claims based on either the existence on non existence
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of a customary marriage.

(i)

(ii)
(ii .i )

(iv)
(v)

(vi)
(vii)

The following claims may be made:

damages for the enticement of an unmarried woman.
dowry which is claimed by the man's family
the return of the wife to the man to the alleged
husband.
the custody of the children.
maintainance for the wife and children.
divorce which seeks to dissolve the purpoted marriage
inheritance when it is claimed that the survivors are
widows and children of the deceased.

(i) Claims for dowry and damages for enticement of an
unmarried girl.

Generally, under customary law, there is a duty upon the
family of the husband to pay dowry to the family of the wife,29
Dowry, as discussed in Chapters Two and Three is a necessary
prerequisite to a valid customary law marriage, unless it is
waived. It is normally paid in form of livestock, cash or
labour depending on the communitv in question and it can be
paid in instalments. This dowry signifies formal consent to
the marriage where there has been a cohabitation before all
the requirements of a valid customary marriage have been met.
When such cohabitation has taken place, the family of the
woman cohabitee can claim dowry, in recognition of the fact
of the e~opement and that the parties want to go on with it
anyway. In Nyakanga V Meher030, the appellant claimed un-
paid dowry from, the respondent who had eloped with his
daughter. The court held that the elopement had resulted in
a customary marriage under Kikuyu customary law and ordered
that the dowry be paid. Thus, the respondent could not be
heard to deny the marriage since, as mentioned in chapter 3,
elopement is but a stage in marriage but of a special type
since some cases arise where it is treated as though it is
a marriage ..

(ii) Custody

The court may be required to decide which of the two
parties cohabiting outside marriage is entitled to the custody
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of the chi~dren. ~n determining matters ot custOdy, the
welfare of children is the overriding consideration.31

In Africa, the child, who is considered as be~onging to
the society is bestowed to the custOdy ot a party depending on
the app~ying customary law. In some communities as afore-
mentioned earlier in this Chapter, the woman's family has
right to custody where the dowry has not been paid while in
others it is the husband who is entitled to the custody of the
children whether or not dowry is paid. But in all cases, the
married couple has all rights of custody. In those societies
where custody is bestowed on the husband on payment of dowry,
where this has not been done the woman is not considered married
to him and anyone who can pay dowry and therefore married the
woman automatically assumes custody unless he abdicates it.32

In Lerionga ole Ntutu v. Sundoi ole Sindena,33 the court held
that the children belonged to the girl's family notwithstanding
the cohabitation since under customary law, if the mother is
not married to the father of the child, the child belongs to thE
mother's family.

(iii) Claim for maintainance and order for non-cohabitation

Basing a claim on the fact that there was elopement and
that it should be considered a marriage, the woman can claim to
be maintained and have an order for non cohabitation made in her
f I h M W· . k P t H' 34avour. none suc case, ary anJl u V. e er lnga, Mary
Wanjiku contended that she was married to the defendant under
Kikuyu customary law and claimed inter alia for (a) maintance
(b) custOdy ot children tc) and an order for non-cohabitation
ten years earlier, she and her children had left the "matri-
monial home" after a series of violent confrontations with her
"husband". The defendant thereafter got married to another
woman monogamously in the churCh. In the suit, he contended
that the plaintiff was not his wife.

The cohabitation had been occasioned by the plaintfiff's
pregnancy while in school. Children born to the two cohabitees
were named in accordance with Kikuyu customary law. The man
then started neglecting the family. The plaintiff then left
the home whereupon the defendant in accordance with Kikuyu
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customary law went to negotiate the return of his wife with
her parents. The court held that under Kikuyu customary law,
the plaintiff was the wife of the defendant as he had paid
part ot the required dowry. The court then proceeded to
consider the welfare of the children and in the circumstances
awarded them to the mother. The court further ruled that the
plaintiff was entitled to maintenance. Order for non-cohabi-
tation was accordingly issued. A divorce order was issued.

(iV) Divorce

When elopement Ls treated as though it was a marriage,
then it follows that it can ,only be dissolved by way of divorce.
A preliminary question may arise whether the marriage sought
to be dissolved is a marriage at all. In Barthazar v. Mary
Benedict035, the petioner petitioned for divorce. He had
been with the defendant for 17 years and had had 6 children with
her. The defendant claimed that there was no marriage to be
dissolved since the petitioner had not met his dowry obligations
as required. The court held that payment of dowry was not
essential in a customary marriage and therefore the divorce
granted to the lower court was proper. With due respect, the
court ought to have applied the common law presumption of
marriage to arrive at the decision it did otherwise there is
no customary marriage possible unless there is full, partial
or promise of payment of dowry.

(v) Inheritance

Inheritance issues always arise when one is dead and it is
to be determined who his or her heirs are as the case may be.
One's heirs always include the spouse and children. The
relatives of the deceased wishing to disinherit\the surviving
spouse might contend that the spouse was not such to the deceased.

~he courts have shown an inclination to protect the
surviving cohabitee and have often relied on the common law
presumptlon of marriage. In Yawe v. Public Trustee,36 the
Public Trustee petitioned the High Court to determine inter
a~ia whether the appellant who had cohabited with the deceased
witnout complying with the formal requirements was the deseased's
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wiaow tor the purposes of inneritance. The appel~ant, belonging
to the KiKuyu tribe contended that she married the deceased, a
Muganda under Kikuyu customary ~aw. The trial court relying
on Cotran's Restatement37 rejected this argument-6n appeal,
the re~atives of the deceased chal~enged the alleged marriage.
They recognised the chi~dren as heirs but not the wife. Tne
East Africa Court of Appeal held that the presumption of valid
marriage was known in customary law, which presumption had not
been rebutted and therefore the appellant was the widow of the
deceased.

I 'J rjC::.1 I 1 \.~I

c,.. R Y

(vi) Return ot wife; caveat under monogamy law

Besides a claim for the custody the children, a man may
claim the return ot his wife when the wife is either cohabiting
with a stranger of she is with her parents. This was the case
in Omwoyo Mairura v. Bosire Angida 38 here the court rejected
the claim. It seems that the court was inclined to give the
second stable relationship a chance, the first one apparently
having failed. But strictly speaking, under customary law or
any other law applying in Kenya, once one complies with the
formal requirements pertaining to a marraige, his wife remains
so until there has been a divorce in accordance with the law
applying. With respect therefore, the above immediate decision
is wrong in law and in complete divergence from what happens in
practice.

It would further appear that customary marriages are
voidable and when the woman leaves her husband, she effectively
avoids the marriage. This seems to have been the basis in
the decision of Omondi v. Nyafula.39 In a sence, the courts
seems stil~ to doubt whther or not customary marriages are
marriages at all.

12,
An attempt might arise by an elope to prevent a man from

/-.

marrying another woman monogamously. This especially may be
the case where the elopement is of such nature that it, has
to be treated as though it was a marriage. In the matter of a
caveat entered by GCL,40 a woman who had eloped with a man
sought to prevent the man by way of caveat under the marriage.
She in effect contended that elopement was effective a marriage
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under Kipsigis customary law but the court, relYlng on Cotran's
Restatement held that she was not married to the defendant under
Kipsigis customary law. with due respect, the court seemed to
have totally subjected itself to the work of the learned
author and on this issue, Cotran was wrong since elopement is
known in Kipsigis customary law. ~ndeed, Yawe v. Public Trustee~
had sounded a warning against dogmatic application of Cotran's
Hestatement.

II. WHEN THE COHABITATION IS NOT THE FIRST ONE TO THE
PARTIES.

This kind OL cohabitation raises questions whlch are not
true of a situation where the parties are COhabiting for the
first time;-

(a) Whether or not the marriage(s) of whiCh both or one
of the parties belonged respectively to had been
dissolved.

,
(b) Whether or not there is divorce by conduct under

customary law.
(c) What happens to the children as regards custody of

children especially where the customary law applying
to the parties does not cover the present situation.

The spouse in the first union or a relative of such spouse
may claim custody by reason of the first marriage. A party to
the second cohabitation might claim custody of the children on
ground of biological ties with children born out of the union.
Alteynatively, it might be alleged that the second union is
indeed a marriage. The courts have shown a propensity to hOld
that the children stay with their natural parents to give that
cohabitation the stability it deserves. In doing so, the courts
in effect hold that there is divorce by conduct.

In the majority of African SOCieties, by customary law, it
is the husband who has custody of the children whether born
within or without cOhabitation. 42 In Kenya, husbands do use
customary law to obtain custody of children and they do resist
attempts by women to have their marriages dissolved so as to
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be enabled to enter into second marriages, with an intention
of the children. This can be illustrated by the case of Momanyi

43Nyaberi v Onwonga Nyaboga . Where the second union appears to
be stable with indications of an eventual marriage, courts are
prepared to depart from customary rules as illustrated by the

44case of Ngoko Nvanduko v Kerubo Motanya where the court stated:-

"The customary law on this subject is clear
and long established namely that the children
of any irregular union between a woman and a
man other than the husband, as well as children
of the marriage, belong to the husband of the
union. In the case of Momanyi Nyaberi v Onwonga
Nyaboga ... modified the customary law to the
extent that when the principles of natural
justice required such mOdifications upon the
facts of the particular case, the court expressed
its unwillingness otherwise to interfere with the
customary law.

Hence, customary law applies in so far as it is consistent
with the principle of natural justice which demands that
customary law applies in situations where the children do not
belong to the second union and where there is little likeli-
hood that the second man will accept the children44 or where
there is a likelihoOd that the marriage will not be sta~le4~

(b) ENGLISH TYPE OF FAMILY LAW

Some Africans embrace the English type of family law. A
brief look at the Kenyan history reveals that the Atrican
Christian Marriage and Divorce Act46 was intended to maKe pro-
visions for this type of Africans. For such people therefore,
that cohabit without undergoing the required formalities of
marriage, it is the ~nglish type of tamily law that applies47.

Under this law, a married person lacks capacity to con-
tract another marriage unless a decree of divorce has been
issued by the court.

A situation may arise Where a man marries monogamously
and ~ater llves with another woman as though they were husband
and wife or, a man may so live with such a woman and then seek
to marry another woman and this time comply with the statutory
requirements. ~n the matter of the'Estate of Ruenji4 ,and
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in the matter of the Estate of ogola49 the courts held that
,

any customary marriage contracted after the first monogamous
one is invalid and the woman married after the first marriage
cannot be the widow of the deceased.

The courts seem to operate on the view expressed in
Coleman v Shang50, that the monogamous type of marriage is the
highest form of marriage. Therefore when one first marries
monogamously, to the extent that the law considers elopement
as though it was marriage, the second cOhabitee will not be
treated as a wife because the man, having contracted a mono-
gamous marriage lacks capacity to marry another woman during
the subsistence of the marriage even if he purpots to marry

51unaer customary ~aw.

The cohabitatlon might last until the man dies. In this
case the question will arise whether the woman will be treated
as heir. Following the argument in the immediate Kenyan
cases above, she will certain~y not be a heir.

When the cohabitation loses stability, property rights
may be disputed. In case v Ruguru52, case sought to evict
Ruguru from his house on the ground that the woman was not his
wife since he was already monogamously married and therefore
lacked capacity to marry Ruguru. He succeeded. The argument
by the woman that she had been married to him under Kikuyu
customary failed because the vital "Ngurario" ceremony was
missing.

In England, Equity has created rules which have proved
handy in assisting persons cohabiting outside marriage in
property disputes53. Specifically, the courts have extended
the law of trusts to otfer protection to "underdogs" in a
cohabitation outside marriage.

In Kenya, the English principles of equity apply sUbject tc
mOdifications rendered necessary by ~ocal circumstances54 ~t
can be therefore argued that these new developments in England
wi~l find their way into Kenya.
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The reception clause also applles the "substance ot
common law and statutes of general app~ication in force in
England on 12th August 1897". In England, the English married
Women's Property Act has been used to apply to property
disputes ot parties living as though they were married.55 At
common law, wnen a man purchases property and registers it
under the spouse's name, it is presumed that the passes the

56property to her as a gift or as an advancement. This presump
tion has been extended to a woman a man is engaged to and whom
he later marries.57 However, it is unciear whether it wil~
apply to those conabitations outside marriage whicn result into

58marriage. Denning mentions this problem in Eves v Eves
expressing that such sltuations are "familiar".

The courts and legislature in Engiand seem to have noticed
the problems those cohabiting outside marriage might be conf-
ronted with, wnich problems are akin to those of spouses and
a new approach is seen as necessary since the idea of sex
equality in England seems to have gained momentum. This idea
presupposes division of labour and tnerefore the woman's
contribution in the acquisition of property ought to be recog-

59nised. In Cooke v Head ,Karminiski L. J. said:-

IIIdesire to express my entlre agreement
with what Lord Denning M.R., nas said about
the principles of law in a case of tnis kind
between a man and nis mistress wnen they
intend to set up a nome together and intend
also to marry when they are free. It is in
no way different from the principles applica-
ble in cases of husband and wife who have
built a horne together. The duty of the court
in deciding the correct proportions can be
found in the opinion of Lord Diplock in
Gissing v Gissing where he said "... on the
basis of wnat would be fair having regard
to the total contributions, direct or un-
direct whlch eacn spouse had made by that
date" .

The woman's labour contribution has been considered as
vital for the acquisition of the property and has been held

f - h 60 . dto con er property rlg ts. But In most cases, courts ten
to consider only the financiai contribution and given that
as of practise it is men who provide finance for property
acquisition, grave injustice is occasioned to tne woman since
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cohabitation is a mutual relationship based on equality much
of the property ecquired lS normally by joint effort with the
woman in most cases contributing in kind rather than cash.

t.,1
Lord Denning succint~y put it so in Cooke v Head. Therefore
in all cases, a constructive trust wil~ be lmplied.

One hopes that these nOble contributions of equity wil~
gain foothold in Kenya more forcefully .

..'~•....
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CONCLUSION

In considering questions posed by elopement, the courts
seem to have a coptradiction as to what elopement really 1S. lt
is not clear whether elopement is a marriage in itself or
whether it is a stage in a customary marriage. un occasions, the
courts have retused to consider elopement and 1n the alternative
imported the common law presumption of marriage to reach decision
to questions posed by cOhabitations that have not complied with
the formal requirements. On other occasions, the courts have
treated elopement as a customary event. In both situations,
the courts have considered such cohabitations as though they
were marriages.

There is no dispute that social values have changed and
that cohab1tations that do not comply with formal requirements
are on the increase as Denning M R observed in Eves v Evesl
Kenya is a democratic country which is governed by the consti-
tution as the supreme law of the land. The constitution
guarantees the freedoms of association. Movement, expression
and conscience in Chapter Five. Young men and women who have
attained the "age of decision" as in Re An Application by
Barbara Simpson2, are free to choose where to stay and what
to do so long as it does not conflict with the law of the land
and is not inconsitent with public pOlicy. The High Court in
one unreported case as per Schofield J. said:-

"It is right and proper for Rose Akeyo to
reside with the man with whom she has had
two children if she wishes to reside with
him. But, that is her fundamental right
as granted by the constitution and it is
not within the court's jurisdiction to make
an order which determines where an adult
should reside in such circumstances as
these. Rose Akeyo is free to corne and go
and to reside where she chooses."3

The constitution protects one from being subjected to
servitude. This was so held in R v Khadi4. This liberalism
has its roots in the market situation in Kenya, a product of
capitalism. This mode of production has led to changes in values
and whereas in the past cohabitations devoid of compliance with

formalities were rare, nowadays, ~hey are the order of the day.
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The question of whether these unlons should be given effect
by the law has been considered.

Indeed, the courts have shown an inclination to treat
them as though they were marriages. The courts have otten
acted on the view that re~iefs of the kind given to married
spouses ought to be extended to the irregular unions. They
have done so either by recognising elopement or by presuming a
marriage under common law.

Elopement can loosely be described as a stage in a cus-
tomary marriage which has evolved to cure the il~egal action
taken by the parties to elope. Elopement does not lead to an
end of the husband's lega~ ob~igations out it is on~y the
beginning. On the other hand, marriage absolves the husband
of all lega~ obligations arising out of the relationship to
his in laws. Moreover, elopement demands that part of the
payable dowry be already pald. In some instances however,
the courts have ignored this fundamental requirement of
elopement.

It is submitted that elopement as known in customary
law will not be of appropriate application ln Kenya tOday
especially to urban based parties where the cut throat inf~ati
besides other factors cannot allow even partial fultullment
of the customary requirements of elopement. Moreover, even ir
the rural areas, views about some of the customary requirement
have changed. This is especial~y true of dowry which has comE
under heavy fire es~ecially from the youth whose opinion is
that it is irre~evant as it is commercialised. Time and agair
the local dailies ~ublish letters from the pUblic arguing

5that dowry be scrapped.

As for the presumption of marriage, under common law, it
is reco~mended that lt be rejected owing to the fact it is
essential~y imparment given that it is rebuttable. Moreover,
this is a concept that developed in a society where public
opinion does not necessarily influence one's course of action
and this denies the union the essential element of permanence
of pUblic accountability. Notwithstanding a court's ruling ir
favour of the presumption, it seems to be the case that the
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issue is left open for a rebuttal.

\
It is sUbmitted that the terms elopement and the common

law presumption of marriage are mutually exclusive. By its own
definition, elopement has the essential requirement of eventual
compliance with formallties while the common law presumption
of marriage does not. Moreover, in elopement, It is not necessary
for one to show prolonged COhabitation as in the common law
presumption of marriage. What is essential is partial fulfull-
ment of the customary requirements.

It is submitted that the courts ought to evolve new rules
to cover a situation in which neither elopement nor the common
law presumption of marriage apply. This is especially true
in the urban areas where though the parties do not comply par-
tially with the customary requlrements, they cannot validly be
deemed to be governed by common law given that there may be cases
where such parties have not emnraced the English culture. Yet
these cohanitations too need legal recognition. It is submitted
that given that such unions are prevalent, the courts should
relax the requirements of elopement and specifically inquire into
the stability of a union in order that just decisions are made.

In those cases where the cohabitation is the second one to
the parties, the courts have upheld it by holding to the effect
that there is divorce by conduct or operation of the law. This
kind of divorce is unkown in the law of the land. Especially
where this has been held in respect of a prior customary marriage,
it seems that the colonial attitudes to customary law still
linger on.

Although there have been efforts to protect elopement which
serves identical purposes to the ones served by marriage, these
efforts have been haphazard and inconsistent.

In civil law, the rigid consideration of rules that are
obsolete has led to a denial of remedies available to parties
who deserve them. These remedies include rights to inheritence
and maintanance which proceed from elopement.
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The various legal techniques used by different judges
different judges working in the same court have led at times
to grave injustice especially when the same lead to the grant
or denial of relief. This can be attributed to lack of serious
appraisal of the problem. It is hoped that serious considera-
tion shouLd be given to this phenomenon with a view of giving
it its due place in society.
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Butter~orths 1966, P. 44.
See shaw v Snaw (Suora) and Case v Ruguru 197u EA ~5
See Generally, Cotran E, Restatement ... tSupra)
197.1 H C D 27U.

25.
26.

~8.
29.
30.
3l.
32.

Re B I C. .'\ L,...,' T.n Inf an t 19s s Ch. 20 4 •

~he orcsent writer observed in interviews conducted in
Kisii, tnat this is the case w i t.h the Gusii community.

3J • (1953) 1 COR L R 8
34. High Court of Kenya at Nairobi Civil App. No. 94 of l~77
3:;. .196~ H C D 209
36. Court of Appeal of East Africa, Civil Appeal No. 13/76.
37. supra
38. \1958) 6 CO R L R 4
39. 1972 H C D

40. High Court of Kenya at Nairobi, Misc. case No. 6/76.
41. Supra .
.12. See Momanyi Nyaberi v Omvonga Nyaboga t1953) 1 COR L R

Page 5, Kvanduko T Kerubo dlo Motanya (lY55) 3 COR L R 2.
43. Supra
44. Supra
45. Timina Olenja v B1am Keya 1~62 10 COR L R 8
46. Cap 151 of the Laws of Kenya.
47. See La 100~ v Ob~a 3 B.A.D.R. 175.
48. High Court, of Kenya Misc. C.C. J.36/75.
49. High Court of Kenya at NairObi Misc. C.C. 1~/76.
50. 1959 G.L.R. 390 and 1961 AC 483.
51. See Section 378 the M.arriage Act, cap 150, Laws of Kenya.
5 2 • 19 70 EA 55
53. See Cooke v Head 1912 1 WLR 518, Eves v ~ves / WLR 133!j,

Tanner v Tanner 1~75/ WLR 1346.
54. S 3(1) of the Judicature Act, cap 8 of the Laws of Kenya.

Though there is a specitic receptlon aate, the courts in
Kenya cite recent court decisions in England. See Karanja
Karanja V Karanja High Court of Kenya at Nairobi clvil
case no. 123 of 1~75 and 1 V I 1971 EA 278.
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55. Cooke v He?d (supra)
56: Petti't v Pettit 1970 AC 777
57. Moate v Moate (1948) 2 All ER 486.
58. 1975 / \vLR 133t$ at .1341.

59. See cooke v Head 1972 2 All ER 38, 43.

60. See Footnote 53, tne flrst two cases.
61. Supra.
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FOOTNOTES CONCLUSION

l.

2.
3.

4~
5.

1975 / WLR 133e at P. 1341.
1959 EA 568
I somehow did not record the title of the case but it is
civil Case No. 1~/8L, Kisii.
19"/3 EA 153
See Daily 11ati on, Decenbel'20, 198.3.

Daily Natio~, Feb~~arJ 1, 1984.
Daily Nation, February 8, 1984.

,
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